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Stein’s exchangeable perturbation technique is used to extend Yamamoto’s Latin 
rectangle enumeration theorem to a class of rectangular arrays in which the 
proscription against matching within columns applies only to elements of a subset 
B of the set of positive integers. The allowable growth rate of the row-size of the 
array, as n -+ co, is determined by the growth rate of the number of elements in the 
set Bn {l, 2, . . . . n}, and the theorem holds so long as this latter rate exceeds n’/*. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT 
The enumeration of k x y1 Latin rectangles, rectangular arrays in which 
each of the numbers 1, 2, . . . . n appears exactly once in each row and at 
most once in each column, is a problem of long-standing interest. Mac- 
Mahon [4] developed a formal algebraic solution as a building block in 
the enumeration of Latin squares (k = n), and a number of other authors 
have obtained more explicit results, both for fixed yt and. asymptotically as 
IZ -+ co, for k = 2 and k = 3 (see D&es and Keedwell [2] for a thorough 
summary and additional references). 
The case k -+ co as n + 00 was first considered by Erdiis and Kaplansky 
[3], who used an inclusion-exclusion argument to prove 
p(k, n) -.+ .c-k(k-1)/2 
as it --) co, uniformly for k = o((log n)3’2), where p(k, n) denotes the prob- 
ability that a k x M rectangular array randomly selected from the set of 
arrays in which each row is a permutation of (1,2, . . . . n> is a Latin rec- 
tangle. Yamamoto [6] refined the inclusion-exclusion argument to show 
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that (1.1) holds uniformly for k = ~(n’/~), and Stein [IS] obtained the 
improvement 
p(k, n)-exp 
k(k-1) k3 
-___-- 
2 6n 
uniformly for k = o(n”*). 
Stein’s work was noteworthy for its probabilistic approach to the 
problem and, in particular, for its use of an exchangeable perturbation 
technique originally developed in connection with central limit problems 
for dependent random variables (see Cl]). In this paper the advantages of 
Stein’s approach to problems of this type are further exhibited by estab- 
lishing an enumeration result for a general class of arrays in which only a 
subset of elements are prohibited from being repeated within columns. The 
particular class of arrays considered is defined below and the main result 
of the paper follows. 
DEFINITION. Let B be a fixed subset of the set of positive integers. 
A k x n rectangular array is said to be a B-Latin rectangle if each of the 
numbers 1, 2, . . . . n appears exactly once in each row and each number in 
the set B, = B n { 1,2, . . . . n> appears at most once in each column. 
Notation. (1) JB,J denotes the number of elements in B,. 
(2) p(B; k, n) denotes the probability that a k x n rectangular array 
randomly selected from the set of arrays in which each row is a permuta- 
tion of { 1, 2, . . . . n} is a B-Latin rectangle. 
THEOREM. If(IB,I)-‘=O(n-‘)for i<a<l, then 
(p(B; k, n))+ni - e-‘dk- 1)/z 
as n -+ co, uniformly for k = o(Tz(*~-~)‘~). 
Remark. For the Latin rectangle, 1 B,I E n and the theorem reduces to 
that of Yamamoto [6]. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We follow the approach taken in [3, $61 of considering what happens 
when a random permutation of { 1,2, . . . . n > is added to an existing Ix n 
B-Latin rectangle. The relevant effects of this augmentation are presented 
as Lemmas l-3. 
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LEMMA 1. Let A = (av) be a fixed 1 x n B-Latin rectangle, and let n== 
(ml), I7(2), .a-, n(n)) be a random permutation of {1,2, . . . . n>. Defiine 
S(j)=Bn{aIj, azj, . . . . alj},j=l, 2, . . . . IZ, and W=((l <j<n: n(j)~S(j))i. 
Then 
P(W=w+l)= 
P(W=w) ,;y;;, p+o(;+;)] 
as n--+oofor Z=o(n) and w=o(n). 
If W = 0, the (1+ 1) x n array A + = (A/n) is a B-Latin rectangle, and 
our eventual goal is to compute P( W= 0). It is clear from its definition that 
W is a sum of dependent Bernoulli random variables. Moreover, in the 
ordinary Latin rectangle case, each Bernoulli variable has a success prob- 
ability of Z/n. Stein [5] uses exchangeable perturbations of the elements of 
17 to approximate the distribution of W by the binomial distribution one 
would obtain if the summands were independent. 
The present case is complicated by the fact that the Bernoulli variables 
are not necessarily identically distributed; instead, the success probability 
of the jth summand is 1 S,,I /n. Nevertheless, an approximation can still be 
obtained by using the exchangeable perturbation technique and the facts 
that IS,j,l <I for all j, and cjnel IS,j,l = 1 IBnl. In this case, however, it 
turns out to be more convenient to use the Poisson distribution as the 
approximating distribution. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let (I, J) be selected according to the discrete 
uniform distribution on the n(n - 1) ordered pairs of distinct elements of 
{ 4 2, .*., nj, and define the permutation 17’ = (n’(l), W(2), . . . . n’(n)) by 
1 
II(J) if i=I 
I7’( i) = 17(I) if i=J 
JW if i$ (I, J}. 
Also define IV’= 111 <j<n: n’(j)~S(j)}l. Clearly (fl, Z7’) =d(ll’, n), 
and since IV’ is defined from 17’ in the same way that W is defined from 
l7, it follows that ( W, IV’) = ’ (IV’, W). In particular, 
P(W=w, W’=w+l)=P(W=w+l, W=w). 
This implies 
P(W’=w+l 1 W=w).P(W=w)=P(W=wI W=w+l).P(W=w+l) 
or 
P(W=w+l)=P(W’=w+l I W=w) 
P( w= w) P(w’=wl W=w+l)’ W) 
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The lemma is established by estimating the conditional probabilities in 
(2.1). To do this, we define 
c = (W) $ W), 17(J) E W} 
D = { W) E W), 17(J) & W)} 
N= (cuD)c 
c* = (17(J) 4 S(J), W) E S(J)} 
D* = {17(J) E S(J), m4 4 S(J) > 
N* = (c* u D*), 
In words, C is the event that a match is created in column Z when 17 is 
replaced by 17’ and D is the event that a match is destroyed in column Z 
when 17 is replaced by ZZ’, where in each case the match is with respect to 
the elements of B. The *-events refer to column J. Using these definitions, 
P(w’=w+l, w=W)=P((W=W)n(CN*uC*N)) 
and, by symmetry and the fact that (C*, D*, N*) form a partition, 
P(w’=w+l, W=w) 
=P((W=w)nCN*)+P((W=w)nC*N) 
=2.P((W=w)nCiv*) 
=2[P((W=w)nC)-P((W=w)nC( 
= 2. P( w= w)[P(C 1 w= w) - P(cc* 
Dividing both sides by P( W= w) yields 
T*) - P(( W= w) n CD*)] 
) W= w) - P(CD* 1 W= w)]. 
P(w’=w+lI W=w) 
=2[P(C 1 w= w)- P(cc* 
Similarly, 
I W=w)-P(CD* 
P(w’=wl W=w+l) 
w= w)]. (2.2) 
=2[P(D [ W=w+l)-P(DC* ( W=w+l)-P(DD* ( W=w+l)], 
(2.3) 
and it remains to estimate the terms on the right-hand sides of (2.2) and 
(2.3). 
Given Z= i, C occurs if and only if Z7( i) $ S(i) and J is chosen from the 
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remaining (n - 1) columns in such a way that L’(J) is one of the IS( 
distinct elements of S(i). That is, 
IS(i)I 
and, since I is chosen independently of A and ZI7, it follows that 
IS( P(C,Z=i( W)=---- 
n(n - 1) z{flW4S(i)l. 
Summing over i yields 
P(CI W)= & ,jll Isti)l z{n(04.S(i)l 
1 
=- 
n(n- 1) [ 
l lB72l - i WI z{17(i)eS(i)} 
i= 1 
and, since 0 < I S( i)l d I for all i, 
&) DiB.I-W=-$jj[l-jg] 
n 
1 PA <P(C 1 W)b-----. 
n(n - 1) 
Similarly, 
12 -S(i) 
P(D I W, I= 0 = 7 ~in(ijc S(i)} 3 
n - S(i) 
P(D, I= i I W) = - n(n _ 1) zifW)~S(i)l 3 
and 
P(DI W)= q-&j jYl (n - IS(i Qn~ikS~ij} 
1 =- 
n(n- 1) [ 
nW- i Isti)l z{17(i)eS(i)] 7 
i=l 1 
so 
(n-Z)W w n(n- 1)=- n-l i 1 l-f <P(DI W)<S. 
(2.4) 
Q-5) 
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Next, 
p(cD* I w = wwl# w, WJ) E S(Z), W) E w, n(z) 4: W) I w 
< P(zqJ) E S(I) n S(J) I W) 
= P(zz(J) ES(Z) n(J) E S(J), W) . P(zz(J) E S(J) 1 W) 
z-1 w  =-.- 
n-l n’ (24 
since IT(J) E S(J) implies n(J) E B, and therefore 17(J) must appear in I 
different columns of A. By symmetry, 
(2.7) 
On the other hand, 
P(DD* I W) = P(W) E W, Z&O 4 S(Z), W) E W, W) # S(J) I W) 
< P(m) E S(Z), n(J) E S(J) I W) 
w  W-l =-.- 
n n-1’ P-8) 
Bounding P(CC* I W) is more complicated. By definition, 
P(cc* ( W=w)=P(W=w+2 ( W=w) 
P(w’=w+2, W=w) = 
P(W=w) 
P(W=w+2, w’=w) = 
P( w= w) 
P(w’=w 1 W=w+2).P(W=w+2) 
= 
P(W=w) 
=P(DD* ] W=w+2)- 
P(W=w+2) P(W=w+l) 
P(W=w+lj P(W=w) 
=P(DD* I W=w+2)- 
P(w’=w+21 W=w+l) 
P(w’=w+l I W=w+2) 
P(w’=w+lI W=w) 
-P(w’=wl W=w+l)’ 
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using the exchangeability of (W, W’). As a result of (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), 
(2.7), and (2.8), 
qcc* 1 W=w) 
Iv+2 w+l \’ 
n- 1 
< 
\n(n- 1)) 
( 
(w+2)(n-I) ;w+z)(l-l) (w+2)(w+l) 
n(n-1) - n(n- 1) - n(n - 1) ) 
(w+l)(iz--)_(w+1)(1-1) (w+l)w 
n(n - 1) n(n-1) - n(n-1) 
(1 l&l 1’ 
=n(n-l)(n-21-w)(n-2z-w+1) 
&.!!L. 
n(n-1) (2.9) 
for I= o(n), w  = o(n). 
Plugging (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) into (2.2) and (2.3) 
yields 
1 Pnl Jp(w=w+l / W=w)<- 
n(n - 1)’ 
1 I&I ;qw’=w+1 I W=w)2------- 
n(n- 1) 
w+l 
$W’=w, W=w+l)<- 
n-l’ 
and 
w+l ;P(wt=w, W=w+l)>- 
W-1 i 
,-U-l w  --- 
n n n > 
w+l Z-Z- 
n-l ( 
l-2z+w-1 
> n . 
Therefore, using (2.1), 
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1 l&l 
P(w=w+l)< n(n - 1) 
P(W=w) ‘wfl l-21+w-1 
-3 n-l n 
1 PA 
n(w+ 1) 
1 ( > l-21+w-1 n 
for I= a(n), w  = o(n), and 
1 IBnI 
P(W=w+l),n(n-1) 
P(W=w) ’ w+l 
n-l 
j I&I =- 
n(w + 1) 
Consequently, since I B,I < n, 
P(W=w+l) 
P( w= w) =&(l+“(f+&J) 
=-&(l+O(f+$ Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. E[W]=IIB,I/n; Var[W]<ZlB,,(/n. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Define, for i= 1, 2, . . . . n, 
ri= 1, 
if 17(i) E S(i) 
0, if I7( i) tj! S(i). 
Since 17 is a random permutation of { 1,2, . . . . n > the random variable 17(i) 
is uniformly distributed on { 1, 2, . . . . n } and (II(i), n(j)), i # j, is uniformly 
distributed on the n(n - 1) ordered pairs of distinct elements of { 1,2, . . . . n}. 
Consequently, 
P(Y,= l)=m for all i 
n 
(2.10) 
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and 
P(Yi= 1, rj= l)< IS(i)I IW)l 
n(n - 1) 
for if j, (2.11) 
where the inequality is due to the possible overlap of S(i) and S(j) being 
where the inequality is due to the possible overlap of S(i) and S(j) being 
ignored 
E[W]=E i Yj = i E[Y,]= i P(Y,=l) [ 1 i=l i=l i=l 
=- f, ,$ IS(i)/ =LPY 
Z-l n 
and 
Var[ W] = E[W2] - (E[ WI)* 
=i$l Elrjl+~+~ JVV~I--$( i is(i) 
i=l 
=F+xc P(Yi= 1, Yj= I)--$( i IS(i) 
i#i i=l 
1 PA +--+A T+F IW ISW -$(,$, lWl)z 
n 
1 I&I =--t&[& lWl~-~l ls(O12]-$(~I Is(i) n 
<W,I+ 
- &[(I-f)@, ls(q]-;(~l IW) n 
1 l&l =- 
n . 
LEMMA 3. 
P(W)=O)=exp 
+ 1 l&l - 
nl+zY 
QED. 
for I= o(nY), where 0 < y < M. 
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Proof of Lemma 3. We use the result of Lemma 1 to write 
j-l P(W=i+l) 
P(W=A=P(W=O) JJo p(w=i) 
j-l Z(B 1 
=p(w=o) !-Jo n(i+ 1) --+l+O(;+$)] 
= p( w= o) (I l&I l4’ 
j! 
If j = o(n’) and 1= o(n), the error term can be written 
=exp {O (z+$)}. 
Summing j from zero to w  yields 
l-P(W>w)=P(W=O) f (““;~/“)‘exp{O(~+~)} 
j=O 
=P(W=O)exp (1-P(X>w))exp{O($+$)} 
for w  = o(na), where X has a Poisson distribution with mean I I&l/n, and 
therefore, 
The moments computed in Lemma 2 and Chebyshev’s inequality imply 
1 141 
and the same holds true for X since E[X] = Var [X] = I 1 B,I /n. Conse- 
quently, 
1 l&l 
‘-( ;lB I) 
<l-P(W>w) 
w n 2’1-P(X>w) < 
n 
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If now we set w  = izy for 0 < y < a, then w  = o(n’) and since I= o(nY) = o(w) 
and IB,j <:, both sides of (2.12) equal 
As a result, 
P(W=O)=exp -n 
i 
w+. 
( 
1 + 1 +w - - ~ 
nl--Y #-2Y n1+2Y I 
and, since I = o(n’) and a < 1, 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of the theorem. If we denote the W of the lemmas by W,, then the 
probability computed in Lemma 3 is 
P(W,=Oj W[-l=O, w/-,=0 )...) W,=O) 
and 
p(B;k,n)=P(W,=O, W,=O,..., Wk-,=O) 
k-l 
= n P(W,=OI w,-,=o )...) W1=O). 
I= 1 
Consequently, 
or 
(p(B; k, TZ))~/~~~’ = exp 
k(k-l)+0 
- 2 
k + k2 
n20r-l-2y n2y 
for k=o(nY), O<y < CI. If we set y = (21x- 1)/3, then ita< 1 implies 
O<y<f<a, and 
MB; k, n))““Bn’ = exp 
k(k - 1) 
- 2-‘+ a( 1) , 
thus completing the proof, 
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